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Abstract
Main purpose of the article is to classify the stages of development of Russian-Japanese economic and trade
relation. Special attention is given to revealing of the features, tendencies, and characteristics of the present stage
of development of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations. Interaction of two countries in 2000-2013
has provided an active growth of turnover. The basic priority of interaction noted in such spheres of trade as
mechanical engineering, power, woods, and chemical industry. It is obvious that trade of Russia with Japan still
has a character of exchange of the Russian fuel, raw materials, and seafood on the Japanese finished industrial
products. The basic priorities of cooperation in such sectors as trade, mechanical engineering, energy, wood, and
chemical industry are defined. Right during the newest period of 2000-2013, integration of the Russian-Japanese
business on territory of the Russian Federation has got the rebirth, having embodied in numerous spheres of the
Russian economy. The energy sphere is still a leading sphere of trade and economic relations of Russia and
Japan.
Keywords: trade and economic relations, stages of development, turnover, trade structure, intergovernmental
agreements
1. Introduction
Mutual interest of Russia and Japan in structuring, expansion, and deepening of all-round relations is an
objective reality of today.
The history of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations has a long way. Many scientists had an interest
to this subject. They brought up questions on the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations of the Russian
Far East and Japan, as well as whence these relations began. The Japanese researcher M. Seigo (元木省吾) in his
book "Hoppo torai" tells about I.A.Goshkevich's contribution to the formation of the Russian-Japanese
relationships (Seigo, 1961). Abe Masami (安部正見) in the book "Goshkevich, Russian consul in Hakodate"
notes I. A. Goshkevich's contribution to the formation of the Russian-Japanese relations and openly expresses his
admiration of this person, naming him as "the White-haired consul" (Masami, 1920) who observed local customs,
did not touch national dignity of Japanese people, and rendered them the feasible help. Famous American
historian G. A. Lensen in his work «the Remains of Russian culture in Northern Japan» describes Russian
expeditions in the Far East in XVIII-XIX centuries, as well as the Russian-Japanese negotiations on a territorial
dispute (Lensen, 1954).
A starting point of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations setting is considered to be February 7th,
1855 when the first Russian-Japanese contract called Treaty of Shimoda was signed in Shimoda city. On April
5th, 1857 the decree of tsar Alexander II about the publication of the Treaty of Shimoda in “Senate gazette» was
enacted (Grimm, 1927).
2. Methods
In order to perform a periodization of stages of development of trade and economic relations of Russia and Japan
three criteria have been taken as a basis:
1. Criterion of qualitative change of trade and economic relations of two countries - involvement of the
universal trading companies in in bilateral trade, development of coastal trade, formation of new directions of
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foreign economic relations, qualitative change of trade structure of two countries, creation of joint ventures, joint
development of regions etc.
2. Criterion of diplomatic development of the relations of two countries - signing of qualitatively significant
economic contracts, agreements, and declarations which imply development of already existing forms of
communications, cover important problems of development of trade and economic relations, and also lay the
foundation for the future development. This criterion also includes agreements on the foundation of strategically
important Russian-Japanese joint associations and organizations expected to stimulate the further development
of the external economic relations.
3. Criterion of political events which had a direct impact on the development of economic relations of two
countries - military events, change of a political system, and also economic policy change.
3. Results
Stages of historical development of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations, as well as emergence of
new forms of trade and economic relations, to a basis of which the principle of qualitative change of the
Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations is put, are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Chronology of development of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations
Period
From the beginning of
XVII century to 1855

Name of the period
The first pages of the Russian-Japanese relations

1856-1903
1904-1925

Formation and development of the system of economic relations of Russia and Japan

1926-1955

Restoration of the Soviet-Japanese relations

1956-1980

Growth and development of the Soviet-Japanese relations

1981-2000

Trade and economic relations at the turn of the XIX-XX centuries

2001-2013

The newest period of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic relations

The military period

So, interaction of two countries has a long history. Relations between Japanese and Russian have begun its
formation in the end of XVII-XVIII centuries.
January 20th, 1925 is considered to be a starting point of the new (already) Soviet-Japanese relations. Signing of
the Beijing Convention has given an impulse to legal settlement of the Soviet-Japanese relations which, in turn,
stimulated active growth and development of bilateral trade of two countries. From 1925 to 1930 turnover
between Russia and Japan has increased more than by 2 times, to be more precise - from 12 to 26 million rubles.
Dynamics of turnover in 1925-1950 is displayed in picture 1.
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Figure 1. Turnover of Russia and Japan during the period of 1925-1950s, (in million rubles) (Statistics Bureau,
2014)
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With the start of the Great Patriotic War in Russia all negotiations between two countries were suspended, and
all the trade relations were completely stopped. A ‘wreath’ of this period was the Soviet-Japanese war in August,
1945. Trade relations between two countries have renewed only in 1946-1949 and represented intergovernmental
agreements under open account or clearing. The volume of such operations was insignificant, and trade turnover
between Russia and Japan in 1949 made up 8,5 million rubles. During the post-war period the largest items of
the Soviet export to Japan were the Sakhalin coal, cellulose, and a kraft paper. In turn, such goods as steam
locomotives, cars, tanks, refrigerating equipment, boats, and small fishing vessels (Dolgorukov, 1978) were
imported from Japan during these years. By the year 1951 the Russian-Japanese trade turnover has reached
record-breaking low indicators, making up only 0,5 million rubles. Since 1952 Japan also has started the
movement for the restoration of commercial relations with the USSR. During this period the Committee on the
Japanese-Soviet trade assistance, transformed in 1955 into Association of the Japanese-Soviet trade, was
founded. In 1954 the committee on the assistance of the Japanese-Soviet trade in the Japanese parliament was
formed. An important role in the revival of the economic relations belongs to the Association on the assistance of
the international trade development ("Kokubosoku").
1956-1980 year period should be highlighted as the next stage of the Russian-Japanese trade and economic
relations. The main feature of this period is an active involvement of the largest corporations of Japan (the
universal trading companies) into international trade between Russia and Japan. It is necessary to note that active
involvement of such trading giants as "Mitsui Bussan", "Mitsubishi Corp.", "Sumitomo" and other has been
conditioned by the events of 1956-1958. Right during this period (in 1956) the visit of the Prime minister of
Japan I. Hatoyama to the USSR took place.
So, already by the beginning of 1975, over 20 Japanese trading firms had 16 permanent representative offices in
Moscow. In December, 1970 the Soviet-Japanese committee on economic cooperation was founded in Moscow.
Foundation of this committee might be considered as a new form of the organization of the foreign trade
relations. This committee triggered national projects which had a relationship with the regions of Siberia and the
Far East of Russia. These projects include:
1. The construction project of Vrangel port started in 1970 (nowadays Vostochny Port).
2. The project of the South Yakut coal basin development.
3. The project of investigation and development of the gas fields in Yakutia.
4. The project of investigation and development of oil and gas deposits at continental shelf of Sakhalin during
the 1970-1980 year period which triggered the Sakhalin shelf projects.
The interstate agreements signed in 1956-1958 have allowed two countries to enter a new stage of the trade and
economic relations. As result, Japan has become one of the first trading partners of the USSR (Kozhevnikov,
2005), while Soviet Union has become one of the ten largest trading contractors of Japan. As it was already
mentioned above, the basic contribution to the development of the bilateral trade was provided by the universal
trading companies of Japan, the share of which in the total sum of the export/import contracts was over 80 %
(see table 2).
Table 2. Unit weight of the leading Japanese trading companies in the Japanese-Soviet trade (on the basis of the
concluded trading contracts, in %) (Statistics Bureau, 2014)
Trading company name

1970

1975

1981

Turnover, total

100

100

100

"Mitsui Bussan"

27,8

15,9

-

"Itochu"

12,8

11,5

13,5

"Sumitomo"

-

14,9

14,6

"Nissho Iwai"

10,4

7,7

11,6

"Marubeni"

10,2

7,5

10,4

"Mitsubishi"

7,4

11,8

11,2

"Nichimen"

-

8,5

11,7
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The basis of the Soviet export to Japaan during this period was foormed by wooods, as well as oil, petrochem
mical
products, aand solid fuel (coal). It is neecessary to notte that that the share of the m
machinery andd technical prod
ducts
in export w
was insignificcant and made up less than 1 % out of alll export produucts. The structure of the Soviet
import, onn the contrary, had more diveerse structure. So, its basis w
was formed by the industrial goods, the gre
eatest
share of w
which belongedd to cars and eequipment of tthe Japanese pproduction. Annother not less significant ite
em of
the importt was the hire of
o ferrous metaals and pipes.
The seconnd qualitativelly new characcteristic of thhe 1970-1980 period was ggrowth and deevelopment of the
so-called ccoastal trade, the purpose oof which was the involvem
ment of the sm
mall and medium-size prefecture
enterprisess adjoining thee sea of Japan iinto internationnal trade.
Thus, the period of 19557-1980s indiccates that largee-scale success has been reaached in the ssphere of trade
e and
economic relations betw
ween Soviet U
Union and Jappan. The Soviet-Japanese trrade gained a big scope, an
nd its
volume forr hardly more than twenty yeears has increaased by 60 tim
mes (Pond, 20122).
The periodd of 70-80s waas characterizeed by the occurrrence and actiive advancemeent of new andd more complic
cated
forms of eeconomic comm
munications (ssuch as coastall trade), whichh have led to thhe establishmeent of the long--term
relations oof economic coooperation andd have put a baasis to the quaalitatively new
w trade and ecoonomic relations of
two countrries.
When connsidering the following
f
stagge (from 1981 to 2000) it iis necessary too pay attentioon to the perio
od of
1989-19900. During this two-year period the trade of two countrries has reacheed its historiccal maximum since
1960s (seee picture 2).

Turnover betw
ween Russia and Japan in 19660-2013, millioon dollars (Fedderal service oof the state statistics,
Figure 2. T
2014)
wn, as well ass delays in pay
yment
After that, the pace of thhe Russian-Jappanese commuunications startted to slow dow
of the foreeign trade trannsactions starteed to take place. In 1991 disssolution of thee USSR occurrred, and already in
1992 foreiign trade turnoover made up oonly half of thhe 1989 turnovver. The old noomenclature w
was replaced by the
consumer goods, namelyy the Japanese home appliannces and cars (ssecond-hand, bby the most paart).
w
Modern (tthe newest) sttage of trade and economic relations (2001-2013) is considered too be a stage when
globalizatiion started to be
b the leadingg tendency in tthe world. Acccording to the picture 2, it iis obvious thatt it is
possible too consider this period as the m
most ‘fruitful’ period over thhe all history oof the Russian--Japanese trade
e and
economic relations.
The majorrity of analystts agree that thhe merit of suuch dynamicall development belongs to a new course of
o the
Russian Feederation on thhe world econnomic arena (L
Larin, 2008). T
The special atteention here has been given to the
interactionn of Russia annd Japan at thee regional levvel which is diistinguished, ffirst of all, by the community of
economic interests (not the interests oof the centers, but the interessts of the perippheries or regiions). Over the
e last
years Japaan has activelyy participated iin world politiical and comm
mercial relationns, paying speccial attention to the
communiccations in the Pacific Rim, as a considerrable part of itts economic interests (moree than 80 % of
o its
foreign traade (Kangas, 2007) is integraated into this reegion.
The energyy sphere is stilll a leading sphhere of trade aand economic rrelations of Ruussia and Japaan. Here Russia
a and
Japan perfform joint Sakkhalin oil and ggas projects "S
Sakhalin-1" annd "Sakhalin-22". Within the frameworks of
o the
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project "Sakhalin-2", the shipment of the liquefied natural gas to Japan has been started since February, 2009.
Also, it was offered to the Japanese side to take part in the project "Sakhalin-3".
Activity of Russian company "Rosneft" on the creation of the joint Russian-Japanese enterprises for the
development of the shelves of sea of Okhotsk, as well as geological investigation in the Eastern Siberia, and joint
Russian-Japanese development of oil and gas deposits around Kuriles is remarkable.
The special attention, as it was already mentioned above, is given to atomic engineering. State corporation
"Rosatom" together with Japanese companies "Mitsui" and «Marubeni» are discussing the questions of joint
participation in the development of uranium deposits both on the territory of Russia and the third countries.
4. Discussion
Many researchers agree on the underdevelopment of the Russian economy which influences the structure of
goods turnover of Russia and Japan.
P. S. Pimenov notes dynamism of the economic development of two countries over the last years, but he also
pays attention to a problem of turnover structure which does not meet economic potential of the countries
(Pimenov, 2011). M. V. Filippova notes that energy strategy of Japan and its interests make the Far East Russia
the locomotive of perspective development of the Russian-Japanese relations in the future (Filippov, 2010).
It is important to stress that the Japanese scientists find relations between Russia and Japan as important from the
geopolitical and economic point of view, as well as requiring cooperation (Sakamoto, 2013). E. Koyama names
Russian-Japanese relations as mutually supplementing. Also, the author especially underlines mutual interest of
two countries concerning the future development of trade and economic relations (Koyama, 2011). R. Kangas,
professor of the European Centre of safety researches names the Far East of Russia as dynamically developing
(Kangas, 2007). The point of view concerning the external economic strategy of Japan and the role of the Far
East Russia as region-supplier of power resources in it is shared also by such western researchers as Williams
Brad (Williams, 2006). However, points of cooperation of Russia and Japan still have not been found, which
makes this topic problematic and promising.
5. Conclusion
Interaction of two countries in 2000-2013 has provided an active growth of turnover. The basic priority of
interaction noted in such spheres of trade as mechanical engineering, power, woods, and chemical industry. It is
obvious that trade of Russia with Japan still has a character of exchange of the Russian fuel, raw materials, and
seafood on the Japanese finished industrial products. Speaking about tendencies of the Russian-Japanese trade
and economic relations of the last years it is also important to note a course of mutually advantageous integration
of the Russian and Japanese business on the territory of Russia, in particular on the territory of the Far East
(Koyama, 2011). The parties continue to undertake more and more close cooperation in such spheres of business
as power, agriculture, infrastructure, and transport. Russian market today is considered to be very appealing to
the Japanese business in terms of resources, as well as the Russian business, in turn, is extremely interested in
the Japanese business as a source of technologies, investments, and knowledge.
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